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Abstract Defect size distributions play an important role
in process characterization and yield prediction. To
determine efficient procedures to extract defect size
distributions, a data base was set up that consists of
hundreds of defect images to provide defect size
distributions also reflecting irregular outlines of defects.
Further investigation results that even a single extension
value per defect may provide a precise size distribution.
Furthermore, the proposed Harp Test Structure (HTS)
containing hundreds of parallel lines will also provide a
defect size distribution, but it is based on electrical
measurements only. The comparison of defect size
distributions using both measurement procedures results
that not only optical measurements, but also electrical
measurements at a Harp Test Structure are sufficient to get
a precise defect size distribution that also enables size
distribution modeling for yield prediction.

1 INTRODUCTION

efects (e. g. particles) can become the cause of electricallyDmeasurable faults (killer defects) dependent on the chip
layout and the defect size. These faults are responsible for
manufacturing related malfunctions of chips. So, defect size
distributions are important for yield prediction and to control
quality of process steps and product chips. The following three
procedures are used to detect particles and determine their size.
First,optical wafer inspection systemsenable in-line measure-
ments [FiDa90], [TrBG95], [CGLW96]. Digital image
processing tools (e. g. KLA) and laser scattering techniques (e.
g. Tencor) will detect particles, but just a fraction of these
particles later on result in electrically measurable killer defects.
So, it is difficult to get an accurate defect-to-yield correlation
[ESMN96] [HWLH96]. Second, apost process fault analysis
extracts killer defects inside test structures or product chips
containing repeating geometries, respectively. Defect sizes will
be extracted by manual reviewing, which gives accurate results
but takes a lot of time [HeSt94], [ChSz96], [HeWe96a],
[LMLW96]. Finally, [KhMT94] proposes a double bridge test
structure design to extractsize distributions based on
electrical measurements. But this test structure design requires
two conducting layers having different resistivity. For that, the
double bridge test structure design is limited to one polysilicon

layer and one metal layer. So far, there is no efficient tool to
extract size distributions of killer defects based on electrical
measurements only, anywhere inside numerous layers without
any resistivity requirements.

To compare defect size distributions either based on optical
measurements or based on electrical measurements, we provide
the following procedure. Section 2 will present defect size
distributions based on an image data base. Section 3 describes
the design principle of the Harp Test Structure containing
hundreds of parallel lines within any layer to get defect size
distributions based on electrical measurements only. In
Section 4 we give guidelines how to compare defect size
distributions based on both - electrical and optical -
measurement procedures. In Section 5 we present some
experimental results and finally we conclude our approach.

2 DEFECT SIZE DISTRIBUTION BASED ON OPTICAL

MEASUREMENTS

Since 1991, numerous test chips containing checkerboard test
structures that include various subchip designs in
interconnection layers were manufactured at the Institute of
Microelectronics Stuttgart (IMS) in Germany, ALCATEL SEL
in Germany, National Semiconductor (NSC) in Santa Clara CA,
THESYS in Germany, and ELMOS in Germany [HeSt94],
[HeWe95b], [HWLH96], [HeWB97a]. Due to the easy defect
localization facilities inside checkerboard test structures, we
provide an image data base describing the size and outline of
hundreds of detected defects. The defect extension will be
measured between parallel lines as can be seen in the following
Figure 1 (e. g. in∆ϕ=5° steps).

BARC3.WPG

Fig. 1: Measurement of the extension of a defect in-between parallel lines.

Image-processing based tools provide curves to describe the
defect extension (y-axis) dependent on the measurement angle
(x-axis: 0°-180°) as can be seen in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Extension of a defect dependent on the measurement angel.

Generally, just one extension value will be measured for
each observed defect. Based on these values, a defect size
distribution will be determined. To also include the irregular
outlines of defects that occur in reality, we introduced a general
defect size distribution based on individual size distributions for
each detected defect [HeWe96a].

2.1 Micro Size Distribution (MSD)

Our intention is to model each defect as a so calledMicro
Size Distribution (MSD). Then, these distributions will be
summarized in a general defect size distribution. For this
reason, we measure the defect extension between parallel lines
as described in Figure 1. We select equivalent measurement
steps∆ϕ, so that we get

(1)w 180°
∆ϕ

measurement values. Now, we replace each original defect by
w imaginary defects each with its individual extension (e. g.
∆ϕ=5° results inw=36 imaginary defects). Each imaginary
defect has to be weighted with1/w because allw imaginary
defects represent just one original defect. So, the absolute
occurrence of detected defects remains unchanged, if and only
if for each defect

(2)
s

i 1

1
w

Di 1

wheres is the total number of size intervals andDi stands for
the number of imaginary defects per size interval. For example,
the defect of Figure 2 results in a Micro Size Distribution as
can be seen in the following Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Micro Size Distribution of imaginary defects based on one real defect.

Then, we determine a general size distribution based on all
Micro Size Distributions of the imaginary defects, where the
total number of all original defects is identical to the sum of all
imaginary defects.

2.2 General Defect Size Distribution

Using the Micro Size Distribution (MSD) per inspected
defect results in a very accurate general defect size distribution
because this procedure takes into account all variety of defect
outlines that occur in reality [HeWe96a]. But, it takes a lot of
time to collect all necessary data of a defect. If a defect will be
electrically detected inside a test chip, you have to localize it,
take an image, extract size values dependent on the
measurement angle, and finally determine the Micro Size
Distribution of the defect.

Just taking one extension value per defect would accelerate
the measurement procedure. This would also fit to the circular
disk model of the outline of a defect used in all methodologies
to predict yield [StRo95]. In [HeWe96a] we showed that
neither using the maximum extension nor using the minimum
extension of each defect yield to acceptable general defect size
distributions (ref. Figure 4). The reason for this is that only the
outline of 25% of all defects may be approximately modeled as
a circular disc.
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Fig. 4: Defect size distributions based on different procedures to model the
outline of defects (39 defects in lot "D13-2").

For this reason, in this paper we investigate the image data
base to find an answer whether at all it is possible to determine
a general defect size distribution based on justone "specific"
extension value for each defect and what will then be the
meaning of "specific" in such a solution? For that, we observed
the extensions of hundreds of defects without detecting
preferred defect orientations, which means that there is no
preferred angle for maximum or minimum extensions. So, we
decided to determine a single extension based general defect
size distribution in the following way.

Generally, the extension of a defect will be measured
between two points of its outline (ref. Fig. 1). So, there is a
straight line between these two points, where the angleϕ is
defined between the straight line and the vertical die border
lines (ref. Figure 5).
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Fig. 5: Definition of the measurement angleϕ on a wafer.



Then, defect size distributions will be determined in a way
that the straight lines of all measured defects are parallel lines.
As can be seen in the Figures 6 to 10, our investigation results
that it is principally possible to get a precise defect size
distribution based on asingle extension value per defect, if
the measurementangle ϕ is the samefor all measured defect
extensions.
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Fig. 6: Defect size distributions dependent on the measurement angle compared

to a micro-size-distribution based reference. (39 defects in lot "D13-2").
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Fig. 7: Defect size distributions dependent on the measurement angle compared

to a micro-size-distribution based reference. (53 defects in lot "D16-2").
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Fig. 8: Defect size distributions dependent on the measurement angle compared

to a micro-size-distribution based reference. (100 defects in lot "A26-1").
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Fig. 9: Defect size distributions dependent on the measurement angle compared

to a micro-size-distribution based reference. (102 defects in lot "D16-1").
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Fig. 10: Defect size distributions dependent on the measurement angle compared

to a micro-size-distribution based reference. (120 defects in lot "A25-1").

It can be seen that increasing the number of observed defects
per lot will result in higher accuracy of the general defect size
distribution based on a single extension value per defect. The
next step is now to find an electrical measurement procedure
that not only detects a defect, but also extracts a single value of
its extension without any optical observation. For that, the Harp
Test Structure will be used.

3 HARP TEST STRUCTURE TO GET DEFECT SIZE

Parallel lines - each connected to an isolated pad - will be
implemented inside a test structure to electrically determine a
defect size distribution. If a defect occurs and causes an
electrically measurable fault, two or more test structure lines
will be shorted. The more test structure lines are connected, the
larger the defect will be. Short circuits will connect test
structure lines if, and only if the lines are placed as neighbors
anywhere inside the test chip area. So, the more different
neighbored test structure lines will be implemented the more
short circuits will be distinguishable which is important to
disentangle multiple faults. So our goal is to increase the
number of differently neighbored test structure lines without
increasing the number of pads. The2D-Permutation
Procedure introduced at [HeSt94] calculates a2D-Matrix just
once containing all possible neighborhood relationships form
different index values.
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Fig. 11: Example of 2D-Permutation Procedure form=8 values.
Left: Complete neighborhood graph:

nodes: Test structure lines connected to one pad.
edges: Two nodes are connected by an edge if test structure

lines connected to these pads are adjacently placed
anywhere inside a test chip with only nonconducting
material between them.

Right: 2D-Matrix, where the gray boxes mark pairs to line "1".



The following equation will be used to calculate the
elementsa[i,j] of the 2D-Matrix, where the numberm of used
index values has to be even.

(3)
a[ i , j ] :

















j 2 i 2 where j
2

∈ i ≤ m j 2
2

2 m j 2 i 3 where j
2

∈ i > m j 2
2

2 i j 1 where j 1
2

∈ i > j 1
2

j 2 i 2 where j 1
2

∈ i ≤ j 1
2

i,j : row index and column index of the 2D-Matrix

Now, the 2D-Permutation Procedure will be transferred into
a test structure design containing parallel lines. The elements of
each matrix row will be transferred into parallel test structure
lines generating a so calledHarp Bundle. Then, all Harp
Bundles will be adjacently placed inside boundary pads of a
test chip, adding an element "0" implemented between adjacent
Harp Bundles. The lines corresponding to the first matrix row
will be designed vertical to all other lines to provide a routing
channel. So, even defects may be evaluated that occur inside
the routing channel.

This procedure will be separately implemented for each layer
L. The lines inside each layer will be connected to a unique
subsetML of pads. The number of test structure lines per layer
increases with the number of pads:

(4)hL : ½ ML 1 2 ML 1 where ML m 1 m∈
hL : number of lines per layer inside the Harp Test Structure
ML : number of pads per layer

The following Figure 12 shows the principle design in two
layers using 9 pads per layer.
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Fig. 12: Principle design of a two-layer Harp Test Structure (HTS) connected to
2 * 9 pads of a 20 pad frame.

The lower layer is filled with horizontal test structure lines
and some vertical routing lines while vertical test structure lines
and some horizontal routing lines are placed in the upper layer.
The parallel arrangement of all these test structure lines inside
a layer is responsible for the naming of theHarp Test
Structure (HTS). The Harp Test Structure detects systematic
problems as well as random defects due to its extensive defect
sensitive area. The systematical design of the Harp Test
Structure enables a machine-assisted generation of test chips.
There is no limitation to the number of layers and no
requirement of any active semiconductor devices to separate
test structure lines or disentangle multiple faults, respectively.

In Figure 12, all lines connected to the pads "1" and "7" are
marked with bold lines. It can be seen that these two lines are
adjacent once only - in the middle of the structure. The
2D-Permutation Procedure guarantees this "once-only-adjacent-
condition" for all implemented test structure lines and routing
lines. Inside the Harp Test Structure, not only all pairs of
adjacent test structure lines are unique, but alsoall sets of more
than two adjacent test structure lines are implemented once or
none at all. This is the key to disentangle multiple faults. So, it
is possible to conclude the size of defects from the number of
adjacent test structure lines which are connected in case of a
measured fault (details see [HeWe97a]).

4 COMPARISON OFDATA

Defect size distributions based on the Harp Test Structure
follow fix interval steps that correspond to the design rules of
the parallel test structure lines inside the Harp Bundles
[HeWe97a]. The start value is the space between the lines and
the interval step value corresponds to the line pitch
(space + width).

Optically measured defects result in size distributions that
may have any interval step value. The following Figure 13
shows two size distributions having different interval step
values, but they are based on the same data set of measured
defect extensions. Nevertheless, both distributions don’t seem
to describe the same set of data. For this reason, the selection
of the interval step value has not only an important impact on
modeling defect size distributions, but also an important impact
on the ability to compare optically measured data to electrically
measured data.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of defect size distributions with different interval step values

based on thesameset of data.



A defect size distribution based on equal interval step values
may be described in a bar chart. The height of each bar stands
for the number of defects per size interval (ref. circular and
squared symbols in Figure 13). The width of the bar stands for
the interval step value that reflects a range of defect sizes. To
compare different size distributions, the interval size
distribution has to be normalized. For that, each number of
defects per size interval has to be divided by the total number
of defects. So, the total height of all bars will be set to "1". To
get a probability density function, also the area of all bars has
to be "1". For that, each number of defects per size interval has
to be also divided by its interval step value. The following
Figure 14 shows the so modified size distributions of Figure
13, now being comparable to each other.
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Fig. 14: Size distributions with different interval steps based on thesameset of

data, now normalized and transferred to probability density functions.

Only, if all interval step values of a probability density
function are constant, it will be also possible to model a
probability density function for yield prediction.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

At ELMOS in Dortmund, Germany, a Harp Test Structure
(HTS) was manufactured to control defect appearance in a 2-
metal layer interconnection process. The HTS has 466
permuted horizontal test structure lines in the metal-1 layer.
The metal-2 layer contains 352 permuted vertical test structure
lines. The upper left corner of the Harp Test Structure design
can be seen in Figure 15. It just takes a few seconds to
automatically generate the Harp Test Structure. Figure 16
shows a defect connecting 4 adjacent test structure lines.
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Fig. 15: Design of a 2-metal Harp Test Structure
containing 818 test structure lines in 2
interconnection layers.

Fig. 16: Detected defect that
connects 4 lines.

The following Figures 17 and 18 give layer-specific defect
size distributions based on electrical measurements at the Harp
Test Structures using the analysis methodology described
above. This electrically based defect size distribution is
sufficient to get a defect size distribution model that fits to
known analytical probability density functions (e. g.∼1/x3 at
[StRo95]).

If defects occur and cause a fault, adjacent test structure lines
are connected to each other. Since we know which test
structure lines are adjacently implemented, we can conclude to
the Harp Bundle and the line indices to position the defects.
So, we also took images of all electrically detected defects.
Therefore, the Figures 17 and 18 also contain layer-specific
defect size distributions based on optical measurements using
the Micro Size Distribution (MSD) technique. For each layer,
the optically based size distribution results in the same defect
size distribution model also provided by the electrically based
size distribution. Keep in mind that the electrically based
measurement procedure just needs a fraction of the time which
is necessary to optically analyze images of defects.
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Fig. 17: Comparison of defect size distributions in metal-1 of lot "A" of 23

wafers, each containing 109 Harp Test Structures.
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Fig. 18: Comparison of defect size distributions in metal-2 of lot "A" of 23
wafers, each containing 109 Harp Test Structures.

The following Figures 19 and 20 give the size distributions
extracted from a second manufactured lot of Harp Test
Structures.
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Fig. 19: Comparison of defect size distributions in metal-1 of lot "B" of 25

wafers, each containing 109 Harp Test Structures.
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Fig. 20: Comparison of defect size distributions in metal-2 of lot "B" of 25

wafers, each containing 109 Harp Test Structures.

6 CONCLUSION

Defect size distributions play an important role in process
characterization and yield prediction. Hundreds of defect
images were collected to set up a data base to find novel
methodologies to efficiently extract defect size distributions.
For that, each defect will be described in a Micro Size
Distribution (MSD). Our investigation results that it is
principally possible to get a precise defect size distribution
based on a single extension value per defect, if the
measurement angleϕ is the same for all measured defect
extensions.

For that, we developed the Harp Test Structure (HTS)
containing hundreds of parallel lines. The electrical
measurement procedure and the extraction of a defect size
distribution will be done within seconds. To compare these
electrically based size distributions to optically based size
distributions, both have to be normalized and transferred to
probability density functions. Our results show that not only
optical measurements, but also electrical measurements at a
Harp Test Structure are sufficient to get a precise defect size
distribution that also enables size distribution modeling for
yield prediction.
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